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It takes several people to put together The Herald each month: the Scribes who write down the runs, the Photographers who record the events, and the Edithares who try to put all of this into a coherent collection with varying degrees of success. The following sadistic sods have kindly “volunteered” to be the Edithare in the coming months:  August — Checkpoint September — Chimp October — Constant Suction  Serving as Edithare is easy — simply sign up for Toed Bedsores’ auto-nag and he will provide everything you need. No talent or experience is necessary, as these pages will attest!   
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Letter from the Edithare: 

   CH3ers! Spicey Bear 
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Run 1952 — The Green, Therfield 
 28th February 2016 Hares — Deep Shit & Shiggy 2 Shoes Scribe — Spicey Bear  
On a day when over-eager athletes such as Pedro and Beer Stop were jostling in an over-crowded field of other punters to run 13.1 miles around Cambridge (an act The Whittles would likely disdain as a “town run”), the rest of the pack high-tailed it 17 miles out of Cambridge in an attempt to escape such athletic tomfoolery.  Little did we know what Deep Shit and Shiggy 2 Shoes had in store for us!  But first, a word about the pub — or lack thereof.  We met on the Green in front of the Fox and Duck, a typical-looking pub in the village of Therfield that we once frequented rather frequently, according to the webshite’s annals. Except the Hash is not welcome there anymore. It seems sometime in the unstated past (run 1781, perhaps?), one of the other pub frequenters backed into Three Swallows’ car, and Double Top made a cock of the situation. (What do you expect when she throws her chest around?)  Therefore we met outside the pub and ran away, many of the Harriettes running cross-legged as they went. Thankfully Hold It For Me, who lives at least 22 miles from Therfield, was able to scout the outbound trail as he ran up to the uncircling masses.  The Hash went ever on and on, down from the Green where it began …  Over hill, over dale, we hit the shiggy trail …  

Didn’t we leave Cambridge to get away from this marathon silliness? 
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Good God, the trail never ended! In trying to avoid the Cambridge Half Marathon, we found ourselves running and walking the better part of a half marathon! In fact, at one point our trail veered onto the path of the freaking Baldock Half Marathon that was taking place at the same time! What fresh athletic hell was this?  And this wasn’t Cambridge — there were hills!  Eventually, survivors straggled into the Heath Sports and Social Club for a healthy pint.  Since the GM couldn’t be bothered, the Verger chose not to do the 150-mile trail and the Grand Mattress couldn’t be arsed, Joint Master Hold It For Me convened the 1 o’clock circle at 1.30, where the following down-downs were meted out by various half-cocked stand-ins:   Earl of Pampisford for front running.  Klinger for molesting the alpacas on route.  Hold It For Me for front running — which was serenaded with “Stick Your Whacker in an Alpaca”.  Lightning for coming up with such a horrible song (except it was allegedly Taxi’s inspiration).  Forrest Dump for being the first man to be fertilised on trail.  Snowball for using technology on trail.  While You’re Down There took a down-down on behalf of the Harriettes since no women had been given a drink yet (although several Harriettes were fertilised along with Forrest on trail).  B@stard for becoming an Old B@stard (he says 60 is the new 40).  The blissfully short and disorganised circle ended without a raffle because even Toed Bedsores thought it was too flipping cold for this shite!  On On! Spicey Bear  

Run 1954 — Masses of Mud 

Run 1954 gets Spicey Bear and Forrest Dump’s nomination for muddiest of 2016. Eek!   
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Run 1955 — Polhill Arms, Renhold 
 20th March 2016 Hares — Slaphead & Big Swinger Scribe — Wimp 
Every day is precious. We must fill each one with happiness, friendship, dreams of hashing and memories, each day a blank new trail to lay and to drink beer. It was a lovely sunny start to the day giving nice thoughts when Keep It Clean and I found the Polhill Arms in Renhold.  The pub confused us with a sign that told the RUNNERS to park in the field beyond the car park — We are Harriers. 
It was a pleasant change to not travel far to the Hash, when B@stard started groaning about the forty minutes journey to get there.  I explained we travel at least that most weeks and he could have got the X5 to Bedford.  Though, daft B@stard would have got off in MK. 
Daffy called the circle nominating Kermit RA and me scribe (thank you).  He called hares Big Swinger and Slaphead for them to advise the hash that it would be a longish trail with llamas and sheep (why did everyone look at poor Klinger then?).  However, due to lambing they had shortened the hash and compensated by adding a beer stop. 
I noted then that the hash was looking very young today. With extensive scientific data gathering and calculations, the hash, it appears, was averaging 16 years old. 
Calculations: 
                        Waiwai            2 years 
                        Josephine       0.1 years 
                        Orion               0.2 years 
            Keep it Clean            16  years 
Average age of rest              65  years                                              
                        Total                83. 3    divided by 5  = 16 and a bit years old 
 At that age the pack should have been springing around with the lambs!! 
The trail took off and ran along gentle rolling slopes with checks two and three giving good vistas over Bedford, Milton Keynes and to the Chiltern Hills in the distance.  
Daffy was first to one of the following checks; Keep it Clean and Wimp got there soon after.  Wimp asked Keep it Clean did she want to go up hill or down and he would check the other way.  Later in the circle Daffy construed this as one of us going up and one of us going down in a crude sort of way. — What sort of people are you … you … you … 16 year olds?!? 
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Your diet is McDonalds, your pastime is texting and moaning, your goals are to avoid standing out in any way and want everything immediately. 
You ort to be publicly pis—d on, etc, etc. 
In not such a long distance we came to a BN, then BVN, then bumped into Slaphead’s car with beer and very nice beer, too.  Not seemingly good enough for Shamcock and Ubend, who took off across the road to the farmer’s stalls, coming back with arms full of stuff and a large garden pot of flowers.  Shamcock said they were for the old cow next door, to let him into her garden so Ubend can paint their guttering.  They put the stuff into Slaphead’s car, weighing it down.  He drove back to the pub pointing towards the sky and straining to see over his bonnet at the road. 
 A pleasant trot back to the pub saw Waiwai drag her daddy to the pub slide and keep him there. 
The Polhill Arms was a very nice pub — thank you, hares. 
 The circle was called and the following offences were recorded: 

-          both hares Slaphead and Big Swinger for their efforts today 
-          Shamcock and Ubend for shopping at the beer stop 
-          Googly for stroking willey 
-          Cerys for peeing 
-          While You’re Down There – not sure but she got one 
-          B@stard for death threats 
-          Klinger for being on the turn to llamas 
-          Benghazi for playing with a washing machine 
-          Antar for putting his foot in it — a dog bowl 

Thank you, Big Swinger and Slaphead, for a great hash. 
 On On! Wimp   
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Run 1960 — Cock, Castle Camps 
 24th April 2016 Hares — B@stard and Earl of Pampisford Scribe — Fit But Dim 
 Well, what can I say about the hash from this quaint little village of Castle Camps … It was short. Laid well, and there was even a beer stop that B@stard and the Earl strategically hid in the back of his van — without any beer, obviously.  As the trusted regulars arrived on site at the “Cock” pub, it was noted that a lot of the NOT so regulars would be yet again missing from the 11 o’clock circle. But we knew they’d be enjoying the hash elsewhere in the world or just enjoying a pint in a pub — that does go for the GM and GM (Doggy and Daffy) who were sunning themselves on the top deck of HMS “I’m getting a tan” ship somewhere in a large ocean, Double Top and Slaphead enjoying a little snifter from somewhere they need to wear horned woolly headdress.  Even the RA Fit But Dim turned up to the amazement of Kermit who had prepared his script beforehand.  As 11 o’clock approached the Acting GM “Hold It For Me” took the bull by the horns, before Ted’s dull tones of “what time does the 11 o’clock circle start” boom out. We had three returnees: Sugar Puff, Vacuum Cleaner and Long Stay. Well, to say it was short and sharp and to the point was an under estimation; however, the hares explained the route and gave that starting words: “On On is that direction”.  The Hares then jumped into the van and were not seen again till the beer stop. Newly named a spirit stop as he had no beer!!    The pack, led by some FRB and the odd sneaky SCB headed into the countryside on what was to be a lovely quaint hash with plenty of sawdust for us slightly more stupid ones among the group to follow.  It was a short course with a number of longer turn backs, but as the weather couldn’t make its mind up as to whether sleet, hailstone or just be bright, the shortness was well welcomed by the majority of the hash group.    There were obviously a number of hashers who after completing one circuit went out again; whilst they were doing that the remainder enjoyed the newly partially finished décor and refurbishment of the “Cock” public house.  The pub was a welcoming and friendly environment with a good range of beer (B@stard, Earl, take note: Beer, Beer and more Beer). The pub locals obviously hadn’t been warned that a very thirsty pack of hashers would be descending on them over the lunch-time rush, so with us all three deep at the bar, and sitting in all their own bar stools, the Hashers became watered, slowly but surely.    The RA and Acting GM got their heads together and concocted the down down list or, should I say, the well thought out and observed faults, crimes and errors from the hashers.    
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So in no particular order the down downs were given to the following:   Hares:  B@stard, Earl  Returnees: Sugar Puff, Vacuum Cleaner, Long Stay  Hold It for Me received one for being quick in the circle and missing the introduction of the returnees  Woody Hollow received two, 1 for Hasher Abuse and Karma, as she was blatantly abusing Antar’s arse whilst he was bending over — you had to see it to believe it. Then Karma took over and Woody Hollow ended up face down in the dirt. The 2nd one was for getting way too excited about seeing a dog poo bin.   Kermit received one for being the verger and taking his responsibilities to the full, and being relieved that the nominated RA was there.  Shamcock received a WATER down down for just wanting to be noticed on trail, short cutting everything and being in everyone’s eyes.  It’ll Come Out & Just Karl.  Alison received hers for man abuse and not letting Karl stay in bed after a very heavy night on the piss at his Rugby party, and forcing him to hash on a very heavy head and dodgy stomach and Karl got one for not manning up and enjoying the Hash and participating in a drink at the Beer stop.  On that note I will wish you all the best and On On for the next hash.  On On! Fit But Dim 
  

Run 1962 — The Kentucky Duh’by 

Ten hashers use beautiful spring weather and an American tradition —the Kentucky DUR-by — as inspiration to make horses’ arses of themselves. 
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Please help us promote the 2017th 
  We are currently heavily into the event promotion. This is achieved by:   

 Away trips to other hashes 
 Emailing other hashes 
 Sending Flyers to friends of other hashes. 
 Advertising on the UK hash web site   We now have nice flyers and registration forms to leave on our away trips. (Thanks to Spicey Bear.) There are links on the 2017th page to download these. You can get there easily now using the following link:  2017.ch3.co.uk 

 Slaphead has obtained some more 2017th T-Shirts which are being given on away trips. We are trying to get a friendly hasher at each of the local hashes to act as an ambassador for the 2017th event. We are finding the local hashes very friendly and helpful when you meet up at one of their runs.  Future away trips:  
Date   Hash Postcode   Details 
Mon, 11 Jul 19:00 Norfolk NR20 5AD Queens Head, Foulsham 

TBD 1703 

Sat, 23 Jul 10:00 MKH3 ??? 
Leighton Brewery open 
day, followed by BBQ at 
Leroys 

1571 

Sun, 31 Jul 13:30 H5 SG18 9LJ Southill Cricket Club 1325 
Sun, 07 Aug 11:00 Essex H3 SO10 5PX White Horse, 

Edwardstone, Sudbury 
Joint run 
with CH3 

 If anyone is visiting another hash, please take flyers and advertise our event. We already have While You’re Down There, Slaphead and Checkpoint off to Europe very soon. Also anyone who would like to come on an away trip, let us know. It's great fun.   On On! El Rave 
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From the Grand Mattress: 
“Summer is here and we have great trails planned for you!”  Zorro Memorial Run — 3rd July, Mildenhall 
 The run will start at McDonalds (his favorite eatery), which is located right off the Fiveways Roundabout on the A11. The hares are your GM’s.   Expect some surprises!   Make sure to wear a costume! We will be selling a commemorative t-shirt in black with a white Z. Let Slaphead know if you want to pre-order to ensure your size will be available.     CH3 Seaside Run — 17th July 
 The CH3 seaside run on July 17th takes us to Mersea Island in Essex this year. Our bus will pick us up at the usual locations in Stretham and Cambridge train station. We have booked a fabulous location!  The Mersea Island Brewery and Vineyard is situated in East Mersea. This working Brewery and Vineyard sits on a southerly slope with fantastic views over the Blackwater estuary.   Great beer, succulent wine and a delicious BBQ. What else can you ask for? Yes, of course a great trail!  Hares are Debonaire & Doggy Style with a little help from Mutha & Daffidildo. Sign up now and pay your £20 to our lovely hash cash to ensure your seat. Return at 5pm.                
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ROTT 2016 
The Really Over The Top is all set for 16th-18th September 2016 
  What is R.O.T.T.?  From an Idea conceived while walking the Cleveland Way, Goldfinger and Bedsores came up with the concept of R.O.T.T. — Really Over The Top hash trail. It’s still still for Hashers, not a challenge event.   Hashing in the UK consists of two important elements: a well laid trial in interesting country, and good beer in a good pub.  ROTT attempts, to achieve both of these objectives on a grand, if not Over The Top scale. The trails are A to B to C to D over hill country, giving a wide variety of landscapes and allowing the Hashers to enjoy our native countryside and take in some stunning views. At each stop they can then enjoy a pint or two of good beer and even some food. And yes, even outdoors we still serve Real Ale!  We tell you only where point A is, where you meet up on Friday evening, and where you will be transported back to on Sunday afternoon. Everywhere else is on the trail.  The main run starts early Saturday morning and finishes in the afternoon at point C, having stopped for lunch at point B. There is then a Sunday morning run with a live hare, culminating in lunch, before setting off home in time for work on Monday morning. Points A and C are pubs, with camping facilities near by, and sometime B & B for the more sophisticated.  We have a support team for logistics and catering, so you need to carry nothing, and just follow the trail.  The event started in the 1990s and was held every two years until thwarted by a fuel strike and foot and mouth earlier this century. Resurrected in 2009 as a last fling by Toed and Goldfinger, it happened again in 2011 and 2013. So, as an event, it refuses to die.   For more details and registration go to: http://toedsh3-admin.com/rott2016/  
 



Runs for July 2016
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)        Latest details www.ch3.co.uk  	               Hare raiser Double Top
Run No. 1970: 03-Jul-2016
McDonalds, Five ways Roundabout, Mildenhall,  IP28 6AE 
Hares Daffidildo
 Zoro Memorial Run
Run No. 1971: 10-Jul-2016
Admiral Vernon, Over, CB24 5NB
Hares Muthatuka
 Fen run, good beerstop, bring altimeter.
Run No. 1972: 17-Jul-2016
Cambrige Station
Hares Debonaire
 Seaside Run. Be at Cambridge Station  by 8:45
Run No. 1973: 24-Jul-2016
Kings Head, Beck Row, IP28 8AE
Hares Only Me & Ferrari Ferret
 Please park at Lamble Close
Run No. 1974: 31-Jul-2016
Five Alls, Benwick, PE15 0XA
Hares Fannyrat & Cockpit
 

Grand Master  -  Daffidildo
Grand Mattress  -  Doggystyle
Joint Master  -  Wimp & Hold It For Me
Joint Mattresses  -  Woody Hollow & Wai Wai
Religious Advisor  -  Fit but Dim
Verger  -  Kermit
Hare Raiser  -  Double Top
Edit Hare  -  Toed Bedsores
Web Master  -  El Rave

Hash Cash  -  While Your Down There
Assistant  -  Debonaire
Hash Stats  -  Pedro
Beer Master  -  Benghazi
Apprentice  -  Muthutucker
Assistants  -  Beerstop 
Song Master  -  B@stard
Haberdash  -  Slaphead & Benghazi
Hash Horn  -  Muff Diver & Fit but Dim
Hash Flash  -  Paparazzi & Pedro
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